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Material
Shell: fabric-covered nylon
Frame: chrome-plated steel

EN 1022:2005 Compliant
EN 15373:2007 Level achieved
Attachment A para. A.2 (maximum level) 3
EN 1728:2000  Level achieved
6.2.1 (maximum level) 3
6.2.2 (maximum level) 3
6.7 (maximum level) 3
6.8 (maximum level) 3
6.12 (maximum level) 3
6.13 (maximum level) 3
6.15 (maximum level) 3
6.16 (maximum level) 3
**IT UNI 9177 fire reaction test 

 class 1 IM ministerial certification

 n° MI1848D20D1IM00015

 n° MI1848D20D1IM00014

 tribute to Vico Magistretti  2013

  Width     height depth     height weight 
     seat kg.  

2895  55 77 52 45 4.900 
       

2893 58 77 52 45 66 5.700 
       

2897 58 85÷93 52 49÷57 67÷75 8.500 
 Armchair on casters with gas lift pump    

2896  58 77 52 45 4.900 
       

packing  quantity weight kg. volume m3

2895/2896  2 13,800 0,372
2893  2 16,200 0,372
2897  1 11,600 0,256

2893 / 2895 / 2897

Trevira fabric

GG/red

EE/orange

SS/acid green

RR/teal

DD/beige

PP/blue

CC/grey

BB/black

Designed between 1995 and 1996, the Maui chair was the focal point of design research in the nineties 
and is the first of a new era of single mould seats in material that has no ribbing, tracery, metal supports or 
reinforcements to support the back. Kartell gave it new appeal style- and price-wise and brought it back 
in a fabric-covered version (Kvadrat and Trevira) – with and without casters and arms  thus increasing its 
rich family of colours and functions, able to satisfy the specific needs in the contract sector as well as 
in the home. Its elegant lines and practicality make the Maui chair an extremely versatile design, just as 
contemporary today as yesterday.

In order to better satisfy the needs of common areas, Maui Soft is also available in a 
personalised version with fabrics provided by the client, for orders of at least 10 items.

2896

Kvadrat Divina 3 fabric

FF/fuchsia

GG/red

EE/orange

SS/acid green

DD/beige

PP/blue

CC/grey

BB/black

Maui Soft


